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ABSTRACT
Budi Luhur Salemba is a branch campus of Universitas Budi Luhur. To facilitate the management of students data, Budi Luhur Salemba use a database that would be sent later to Universitas Budi Luhur. Currently, the information contained in the Oracle database is taken by the application and converted into a JSON file form then transmitted to Universitas Budi Luhur by uploading through the Universitas Budi Luhur’s website. The form of the uploaded information is still exactly the same as the raw data displayed as the final information, so it can still be seen by unauthorized parties. In order to keep the information accessed by unauthorized parties, a method of securing information is required so that the information transmitted is not easily seen or accessed by unauthorized parties. The method intended is the encryption method using Triangle Chain Cipher algorithm. Before the information being encrypted and uploaded on to Universitas Budi Luhur’s website, student’s data must be extracted from the Oracle database and then converted into an Access database. Once the information had been encrypted, then the encrypted information would be sent over the website or email. When the information had been received, the must be decrypted before being processed. This symmetric algorithm works twice, so that each characters is substitute with a key and a factor that is used as a multiplier as in the algorithm formula. The encrypted Database will be transformed into an ASCII code as cipher text. The result is by implementing Triangle Chain Cipher algorithm in the application, student’s information and data student’s information and data that would be sent to the central campus is expected to be more protected from unauthorized parties’ access.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of information technology and accompanied by the increasing needs to accessing information, has been impact on changes of the mindset of the society, institutions or companies in obtaining information. For example, information that was once easily obtained from printed media, now easily obtained on the internet. As the importance of the accurate and reliable value information, makes computer experts to think about how to secure confidential information that should not be known by anyone. This is should be done, so that the information is safely keep, which will makes tranquility to its users.

Budi Luhur Salemba is a branch campus of Universitas Budi Luhur. To manage its student's data, it's use an academic information system where its data is stored in the oracle database. The information in the database will periodically be retrieved and converted in to the JSON file format to be sent to the central campus. Currently, the information which sent to the central campus is exactly still the same as the final displayed information, so that it can still be seen by unauthorized parties. The impact is the vulnerability of the data to alteration, addition, even manipulation by unauthorized parties.

To minimize any misuse of information, the branch campus needs to secure its students data before being sent to the central campus. Therefore, an information security technique is needed. Cryptography is one of the information security techniques. By using cryptography, information will be changed in to an encoded form of its original information so it is unreadable by unauthorized parties. Furthermore, if the information is being stolen, it is not easy to read because it does not formed as its original information. One of the cryptographic methods that can be used to encode information is Triangle Chain Cipher algorithm. This algorithm performs the encoding of the characters twice and reverted in the results of the previous process, each character is substituted with the key and the factor used as a multiplier that generates the encoding based on the 256 ASCII code.

By encrypting the student's academic information which will be sent to the central campus, it is expected that the information will be more protected from a misuse of unauthorized parties. Looking at the above background, it can be formulated that the problem in this research is that the academic information of students which sent from the branch campus to the central campus is still in its original form so it is vulnerable to be abused if there is an information theft.
After analyzing the problem, the research question is how to secure the student's academic information so that the information sent from the branch campus to the central campus is not easily known by unauthorized parties?

In order to make this research be more directed and not to come out from the topic, the authors give some boundaries as follows:

a. The algorithm that will be implemented to encrypt and decrypt data is a triangle chain cipher.
b. The data that will be encrypted is the student’s academic data on the table of MSTUDENTWACABANG.
c. The encrypted data will be stored in Ms. Access format.
d. The encryption results will be displayed based on 256 ASCII code.
e. The key that will be used to the encryption and decryption process is numbers between 1 to 20.

2. THEORY

2.1 DATABASE

Databases are a collection of data or digital information that is systematically generated and can be modified by its creators and accessible at all times. The Database consists of rows and columns (tables) and can be interconnected with other tables. By implementing the database, data and information management will be more efficient [5].

2.2 CRYPTOGRAPHY

According to Smart [3], an encryption algorithm, or cipher, is a means of transforming plaintext into ciphertext under the control of a secret key. This process is called encryption or encipherment. Cryptography is present to minimize any form of theft crimes, data manipulation by unauthorized parties.

The cryptographic algorithm consists of three functions [1] that is:

a. Encryption: is the security of data or information kept confidential. Encryption can also be interpreted as the process of manipulating a data or information so it is difficult and not even easy to understand.
b. Decryption: Is the process of returning data or information that has been previously secured to the original without any damage.

c. Key: The key used for the encryption and decryption process consists of two keys namely the secret key and the general key.

**Figure 2.1 Cryptographic Mechanism**

The cryptographic process is essentially very simple. PlainText will be passed on the encryption process so it will generates ciphertext. Then, to regain the plaintext, the ciphertext decryption process will generates back the plaintext.

In addition of utilizing an algorithm, modern cryptography also use keys to encrypts and decrypts the plaintext.

**Figure 2.2: Key-based Cryptography**

The cryptographic mechanisms in figure 2.2 are called key-based cryptography. The cryptosystem will consists of algorithm and key along with all its plaintext and ciphertext.

In its evolution there are two types of cryptosystem algorithm, namely the symmetric key encryption algorithm and the asymmetric key encryption algorithm.

a. Symmetric Cryptosystem

Symmetric cryptosystem uses a key that is principally identical to the encryption and decryption process, but a piece of key can also be derived from other keys. The symmetric cryptosystem is sometimes called secret-key cryptography which is more traditional form of cryptography, where a single key can be used to encrypt and to decrypt messages.
By using a symmetrical cryptosystem, the sender and the recipient of the information must approve the used key where both of parties are not afraid of messages being stolen. Despite its weakness, the symmetrical crypto-system also has advantages such as faster in processing the encryption process compared to the asymmetric crypto-system.

b. Asymmetric Cryptosystem

Asymmetric crypto-system uses two piece of keys. One key can be published known as a public key, while the other key must be keep confidential also known as secret key, figure 2.4 below illustrates the asymmetric cryptography:

(1) Public key: is a key that anyone can know.

(2) Private key: is a key that is strictly confidential (should not be published).

Using the public key, user can only encrypt the data or message but unable to decrypt it and only the user who has the secret key who’s able to decrypt it back. Asymmetric cryptosystem is able to send data more secure than symmetrical cryptosystem.

2.3 TRIANGLE CHAIN CIPHER (TCC) ALGORITHM

According to Hondro and Nurcahyo [2]. a cryptographic algorithm of the Triangle Chain cipher is the development of the One Time PAD algorithm where the keys are used.
automatically and the large number of keys plaintext. This algorithm has similar rule to Caesar Cipher algorithm where each of its characters will be slides using a key. To slide the characters, the key that is used in this algorithm must be in an integer value. The characters will be encrypted twice and the next result will depend on the previous encryption result that’s why it is called a chain triangle algorithm. This algorithm also improve the single-alphabet substitution encryption technique that is susceptible to a frequency analysis.

a. TCC Encryption Algorithm

The following are the encryption formulas for the triangle chain cipher:

1) First triangle encryption matrix formula
   
   First row formula:
   
   \[ M_{[1,j]} = P_{[j]} + (K \times R_{[1]}) \mod 26 \]

   Second row formula and so on for \( j \geq i \)
   
   \[ M_{[ij]} = M_{[i-1,j]} + K \times R_{[i]} \mod 26 \]

   Thus obtained ciphertext value as follows:
   
   \( M_{[ij]} \) by the value of \( j = (N + i) - N \)

2) Second triangle encryption matrix formula. Value of \( P \) obtained from \( M_{ij} \) at \( i = j \)

   First row formula:
   
   \[ M_{[1,j]} = P_{[j]} + (K \times R_{[1]}) \mod 26 \]

   Second row formula and so on for
   
   \( j \leq (N+1) - i \)
   
   \[ M_{[1,j]} = M_{[i-1]} + (K \times R_{[i]}) \mod 26 \]

   Thus will be obtained ciphertext value as follows:
   
   \( M_{[ij]} \) by the value of \( j = (N + 1) - i \)
Details:
P = Plaintext or character
N = number of characters or plaintext
M = Matrix that holds the encryption result
K = Encryption Key
R = Row (is the multiplier factor that will be multiplied by the key)
i = is the index factor as multiplier
j = Character index or plaintext on the row

b. TCC Decryption Algorithm

The following are the encryption formulas for the triangle chain cipher:

1) First triangle decryption matrix formula
   First row formula:
   \[ M_{1j} = C[j] - (K \times (R_{[1]})) \mod 26 \]
   Second row formula
   \[ j \leq (N + 1) - i \]
   \[ M_{[ij]} = M_{i-1}j - (K \times (R_{[i]})) \mod 26 \]
   After the plaintext obtained from the first triangle process, then it will take each rows
   with the following formula:
   \[ M_{[ij]} \text{ by the value of } i = n \text{ and } j \leq (N + 1) - i \]

2) Second triangle decryption matrix formula.
   First row formula:
   \[ M_{1j} = C[j] - (K \times (R_{[1]})) \mod 26 \]
   Second row formula for \( j \geq i \)
   \[ M_{[ij]} = C_{i-1}j - (K \times (R_{[i]})) \mod 26 \]
   Thus will be obtained the plaintext value as follows:
   \[ M_{[ij]} \text{ by the value of } j = (N + i) - N \]
Details:
N = number of characters or plaintext
M = Matrix that holds the encryption result
K = Encryption Key
R = Row (is the multiplier factor that will be multiplied by the key)
i = is the index factor as multiplier
j = Character index or plaintext on the row

3. DESIGN

3.1 System Architecture

The design phase is a process that should be done before built the application. In general, the application to be built is a desktop-based database security application which implements a symmetric key cryptographic algorithm that is the Triangle Chain Cipher algorithm. [6]

Figure 3.1 illustrates the system architecture design.

Figure 3.1: System Architecture

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Encryption Testing Process

The encryption testing process is done by retrieving the students data from the table of MBLOWWACABANG in the database. After the data has been encrypted, it will be saved to Ms. Access file format. The following image is a testing result after encrypting fifteen records.
After the encryption process succeeded, the data will be saved into the Ms. Access file format.

4.2 Decryption Testing Process

The decryption testing process is done by reversing the encrypted Ms. Acess file to its original form. The following image describes the decryption process.
Once the data is successfully restored to its original form, the data will be transferred to the database.

Figure 4.3: Decrypted Data

Figure 4.4: Original Data After Decryption
4.3 Encryption and Decryption Testing Results

In the following table 4.1 and 4.2, it discusses the comparison between the encryption and the decryption process of the records in the table of MSTUDENTWACABANG.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testing</th>
<th>No. of Records</th>
<th>Previous Size (bytes)</th>
<th>Following Size (bytes)</th>
<th>Processing Time (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Testing</td>
<td>1 Record</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>07.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Testing</td>
<td>2 Records</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>11.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Testing</td>
<td>15 Records</td>
<td>4,502</td>
<td>4,502</td>
<td>01:19.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tabel 4.2: Decryption Testing Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testing</th>
<th>No. of Records</th>
<th>Previous Size (bytes)</th>
<th>Following Size (bytes)</th>
<th>Processing Time (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Testing</td>
<td>1 Record</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>05.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Testing</td>
<td>2 Records</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>09.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Testing</td>
<td>15 Records</td>
<td>4,502</td>
<td>4,502</td>
<td>01:15.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Result Analysis

Based on testing results, it can be analyzed that there are several advantages and disadvantage of the application that has been built, as follows:

(1) Advantages
(a) The decryption process is faster than the encryption process.
(b) The decrypted data is not damage and the users are able to read it.
(2) Disadvantage

(c) The application only able to encrypt text.

5. RESULTS

5.1 CONCLUSION

Based on the testing result which has been discussed in various data set, it can be conclude that:

a. By implementing the Triangle Chain Cipher algorithm in an application, it can secure the student's academic information before being sent via internet from unauthorized parties.

b. The application can perform the encryption and decryption process to the table of mstudentwacabang and its records.

c. Application can restore the encoded data to original data without any damages and changes.

5.2 SUGGESTIONS

Although this application has been able to function as expected, yet it has some shortages. Therefore, development to improve the capabilities of the application is still necessary. Some feedback and suggestions to improve and develop the next application are as follows:

a. The application is to be expected to have a capability to encrypt another data format other than text.

b. The application is to be expected to have a capability to compress data, thereby it could save the storage space.
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